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The evolution of digits was an essential step in the
success of tetrapods. Among the key players, Hoxd
genes are coordinately regulated in developing
digits, where they help organize growth and patterns.
We identified the distal regulatory sites associated
with these genes by probing the three-dimensional
architecture of this regulatory unit in developing
limbs. This approach, combined with in vivo dele-
tions of distinct regulatory regions, revealed that
the active part of the gene cluster contacts several
enhancer-like sequences. These elements are
dispersed throughout the nearby gene desert, and
each contributes either quantitatively or qualitatively
to Hox gene transcription in presumptive digits. We
propose that this genetic system, which we call
a ‘‘regulatory archipelago,’’ provides an inherent flex-
ibility that may partly underlie the diversity in number
and morphology of digits across tetrapods, as well
as their resilience to drastic variations.INTRODUCTION
Patterning of the animal body plan largely relies on the function of
Hox genes. In mammals, four Hox gene clusters exist, HoxA to
HoxD, which contain 39 genes altogether. These genes are tran-
scribed sequentially, in both time and space, following their
respective positions within each cluster (temporal and spatial
colinearities, see Kmita and Duboule, 2003). In the vertebrate
lineage, the constraint imposed on gene clustering by the imple-
mentation of this ancestral mechanism provided the grounds for
evolving additional, cluster-wide regulations, whereby several
neighboring genes were coopted along with the emergence of
an evolutionary novelty. For example, while Hoxc cluster genes
are important for the development of hairs (Godwin and Capec-
chi, 1998),Hoxd genes were coopted along with the appearance
of limbs (Dolle´ et al., 1989).
The coordinated transcription of Hoxd genes in limb buds is
necessary for the development of both the proximal and distal1132 Cell 147, 1132–1145, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.limb segments (Zakany and Duboule, 2007) and follows two
independent phases (Nelson et al., 1996; Tarchini and Duboule,
2006), controlled by distinct enhancer systems located on
either side of the gene cluster (Spitz et al., 2005). An initial
phase of transcription takes place during early limb budding
and involves the activation of 30-located genes (starting with
Hoxd1). This phase is critical for the patterning of both the
arm and forearm, and depends upon enhancer sequences
located on the telomeric side of the gene cluster. A second
wave of transcription occurs in the most distal part of the
limb, concomitantly with digit formation. During this late phase,
only Hoxd13 to Hoxd10 are transcribed with progressively
lower efficiencies, such that Hoxd13 is expressed at highest
levels in all digits, whereas Hoxd12, Hoxd11, and Hoxd10 are
excluded from the thumb (Montavon et al., 2008). This phase
is controlled by enhancer sequences lying centromeric from
Hoxd13 (Spitz et al., 2003; 2005; Tschopp and Duboule,
2011). The existence of distinct regulatory modules suggests
that proximal and distal limb structures have different evolu-
tionary histories. Understanding the underlying mechanisms
may thus help to reconstitute the evolution of these regulations,
which were critical for the emergence and radiation of
tetrapods.
Transgenic analyses of this centromeric regulatory landscape
identified two enhancer elements, referred to as conserved
sequences B (CsB) and CsC (Spitz et al., 2003; Gonzalez et al.,
2007), capable of driving reporter gene expression in digits.
CsB is part of a Global Control Region (GCR) conserved in all
vertebrates and containing various enhancers. It is located 180
kb upstream Hoxd13, in a 600 kb large gene desert extending
from Lunapark (Lnp) until Atp5g3 (Figure 1A). CsC is part of the
Prox enhancer, located between Lnp and Evx2 (Gonzalez
et al., 2007), which are both coexpressed with Hoxd genes in
digits as a bystander effect (Spitz et al., 2003). The combined
effect of CsB and CsC was proposed to be required for proper
activation of Hoxd genes in digits (Gonzalez et al., 2007).
However, whether or not these two enhancers are sufficient
remained to be assessed, particularly under physiological condi-
tions in vivo.
Distal enhancers often activate transcription of target
promoters after physical association via chromatin loops (Bulger
and Groudine, 2011). The frequency of specific DNA-DNA
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Figure 1. Regulatory Interactions from Hoxd13 in Developing Digits
(A) The HoxD cluster and associated gene deserts (top) with enlarged centromeric region (bottom). The GCR and Prox sequences are in red.
(B) 3C analysis with aHoxd13 primer (black bar) tested against primers located at various positions (gray bars). Peak profiles are shown for embryonic digit (red) or
brain (blue) material. The highest crosslinking frequency value is set to 1. Error bars indicate SD (n = 3).
(C) Same as in (B) but with a fixed primer located in the CsB of the GCR (black bar). Error bars indicate SD (n = 3).
(D) Scheme of the Del(8-13) deletion, with Hoxd4 now at the extremity of the HoxD cluster.
(E) Hoxd4 is not expressed in E12.5 wild-type limbs (left), unlike in digits of Del(8-13) embryos (middle). Wild-type Hoxd13 expression is shown as control (right).
(F) RT-qPCR quantification of Hoxd4 expression in E12.5 wild-type and Del(8-13) digits. Error bars indicate SD (n = 4).
(G) 3C analysis to compare the locus conformation in wild-type (red) or Del(8-13) (blue) digits. The fixed primer maps to the Hoxd4 promoter (black bar). The red
dashed lines indicate the deleted segment. Error bars indicate SD (n = 3).
See also Figure S1.interactions can be estimated by using Chromosome Conforma-
tion Capture (3C) techniques and variants thereof (Dekker et al.,
2002; see van Steensel andDekker, 2010). In this way, chromatin
loops were described in various contexts, including the activa-
tion of globin genes by the upstream Locus Control Region
(LCR) and the control of Sonic hedgehog (Shh) transcription in
early limb buds by a remote enhancer (Tolhuis et al., 2002;
Amano et al., 2009).
Here, we show that both the GCR and Prox sequences
associate with Hoxd genes in presumptive digits in vivo. How-
ever, these contacts are not sufficient to elicit the expectedCtranscriptional activation. By combining multiple biochemical
and genetic approaches, we identify several DNA segments,
spanning the entire gene desert, which are required for a full
transcriptional response. This regulatory complexity sug-
gests an explanation for why digit patterning is highly flexible
among tetrapods, while, at the same time, digits are very
resilient to genetic variation. Modifications within this regula-
tory archipelago can directly impact digit morphology, thus
providing a basis for the diversity in the shapes and num-
bers of digits in various tetrapods or in human genetic
syndromes.ell 147, 1132–1145, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1133
RESULTS
Enhancer-Promoter Interactions at the HoxD Locus
in Digits
We looked at enhancer-promoter interactions using Chromo-
some Conformation Capture (3C). The analysis was performed
on dissected distal limb buds at embryonic day 12.5 (E12.5),
using primers mapping both within and upstream the HoxD
cluster, covering a DNA segment 350 kilobases (kb) large.
Age-matched embryonic fore brains, where Hox genes are not
expressed, were used as control.
With the Hoxd13 promoter as a reference point, we observed
local peaks of interactions with the GCR and Prox elements in
developing digits. Both sequences contacted Hoxd13 with
a frequency higher than neighboring DNA segments (Figure 1B),
Hoxd13 forming stronger interactions with Prox than with the
GCR. These contacts were not seen in brain, suggesting a
tissue-specific chromosome conformation. Hoxd13 also inter-
acted with the Lnp promoter in digits, yet not in brain, raising
the possibility that both genes be contacted simultaneously,
rather than alternatively, by shared regulatory elements. The
same results were obtained either in E11.5 or in E13.5 distal
limbs (Figure S1 available online).
In the reciprocal experiment, we looked for sequences con-
tacting CsB, the element within the GCR carrying digit
enhancer activity (Gonzalez et al., 2007). CsB showed interac-
tions with the promoter of Lnp, as well as with the 50 extremity
of the HoxD cluster (Figure 1C) in digits. The crosslinking
frequency was highest for the Evx2/Hoxd13 region and
progressively decreased for Hoxd12 and Hoxd11, to reach
background levels for Hoxd8, thus matching expression levels
in digits. A strong association was observed with the Prox
element (Figure 1C). In brain, modest interactions were
detected when compared to background signals. These
various interactions were also observed at E11.5 and E13.5
(Figure S1). We next used Prox or the Lnp promoter as refer-
ence fragments (Figure S1) and observed contacts with the
GCR, Lnp, Evx2/Hoxd13, or with the GCR, Prox, and Hoxd13,
respectively. Therefore, each of the GCR, Lnp, Prox and
Hoxd13 sequences showed contacts with the three others,
suggesting a complex chromosomal architecture associated
with Hox gene activation in digits.
We assessed the relevance of these interactions by using
a deletion of the Hoxd13 to Hoxd8 DNA segment [Del(8-13)]. In
this configuration, Hoxd4, which is normally not expressed in
digits, becomes ectopically expressed there, much like
Hoxd13 in the wild-type situation (Figures 1D–1F). A fixed primer
located in the Hoxd4 promoter showed no significant contact
with centromeric-located sequences in wild-type digits (Fig-
ure 1G). In contrast, strong interactions were observed between
Hoxd4 and the GCR, Lnp and Prox in mutant digits. Also, the
interactions between CsB and either Lnp or the Prox element
were identical betweenmutant and wild-type digits (Figure S1G).
In contrast, a substantial increase in interaction frequencies was
scored between the GCR and the 30 part of the cluster including
the Hoxd4 gene, when Del(8-13) mutant digits were used, point-
ing to an association betweenHoxd4 and theGCR in parallel with
the ectopic expression of this gene.1134 Cell 147, 1132–1145, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.Several Distal Enhancers Are Necessary
for Transcription in Digits
We checked the bidirectionality of these enhancer sequences by
introducing a Hoxd9LacZ-loxP transgene 28 kb centromeric to
the GCR in the gene desert (Figure 2A; rel5). When randomly
integrated, the same Hoxd9LacZ transgene was never
expressed in developing limbs (van der Hoeven et al., 1996).
However, its recombination upstream the GCR elicited tran-
scription in digits, similar to the expression of Lnp, Evx2 and
posterior Hoxd genes (Figure 2B, top).
To assess whether the GCR and Prox are sufficient to regulate
Hoxd gene in digits, we used the loxP site in the recombined
Hoxd9LacZ transgene to engineer a large chromosomal inver-
sion via STRING (Spitz et al., 2005). The second loxP site was
located 2.7 Mb centromeric of rel5, within the Itga6 gene
(Gimond et al., 1998; Figure 2A). This Inv(rel5-Itga6) allele did
not interrupt the linkage between the GCR, Prox and the HoxD
cluster, yet it separated them from upstream sequences by
a large distance. It also replaced the gene desert by a gene-
dense region immediately upstream the GCR.
Unexpectedly, the inverted Hoxd9LacZ transgene, now relo-
cated nearly 3 Mb away from both the GCR and Prox, was still
expressed in developing digits (Figure 2B). To rule out that this
was due to very long distance interactions with either the GCR
or Prox, we used 3C to monitor the contacts involving the trans-
gene insertion site (Figure 2C). In the wild-type situation, this
sequence showed only weak contacts with the GCR, Prox and
Hoxd13. In contrast, strong interactions were scored between
these various sites in rel5 mutant digits, in agreement with the
expression of the Hoxd9LacZ gene in digits (Figure 2C; rel5).
After inversion, however, the contacts between the rel5 position
and either the GCR, Prox or Hoxd13 were down to background
values (Figure 2C; inv), as if the transgene had lost its association
with the GCR and Prox, while being still expressed in developing
digits. This result suggested that additional regulatory elements,
still associated with the transgene after inversion, were thus
located centromeric to the rel5 position, in the gene desert.
Furthermore, animals homozygous for the inversion had
shorter digits at birth, with phalanges missing or fused, similar
to the deletion of Hoxd8 to Hoxd13 (Figure 2D). We looked at
Hoxd gene expression in wild-type versus inverted embryos
and observed a strong downregulation of Hoxd13 to Hoxd10 in
developing digits from the inverted stock (Figure 2E). While the
distal expression of Hoxd13 to Hoxd10 was markedly reduced,
Hoxd11 and Hoxd10 were still expressed in the proximal limb
domain as in wild-type controls (Figure 2E), indicating that this
regulatory effect did not affect the early phase of expression.
We quantified these changes by RT-qPCR and Hoxd13 tran-
scripts were reduced to 10% of wild-type levels in inv mutant
digits, whereas Hoxd12 to Hoxd10 were down to 15% to 20%
(Figure 2E and Table S1). Evx2 transcription was virtually abol-
ished, yet Lnp was less affected (40% of control). This dramatic
effect indicated that the local conformation of the locus was
altered in the inverted configuration. Accordingly, the interaction
frequency between Hoxd13 and either the GCR, Prox or Lnp in
inv mutant digits, was severely reduced (Figure 2F). We verified
that those genes relocated close to the GCR, after inversion,
did not titrate enhancer activity (Figure S2) and thus concluded
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Figure 2. Expression of Hoxd Genes in Digits Requires the Proximity of the Gene Desert
(A) Inversion of the centromeric gene desert. AHoxd9LacZ transgene (blue) carrying a loxP site (red triangle) was recombined 28 kb centromeric to the GCR (rel5,
top) and subsequently brought in cis with a loxP site in the Itga6 gene (middle). Cre-mediated recombination produced a 2.7 Mb large inversion [Inv(rel5-Itga6);
bottom].
(B) LacZ staining for both noninverted (rel5; top) and inverted [Inv(rel5-Itga6; bottom] alleles, at E11.5, E13.5, and E14.5. The reporter transgene is active in both
configurations.
(C) 3C analysis with a primer located at the recombination site of the Hoxd9LacZ transgene (red square in the left panel) in WT (top), noninverted (middle), and
inverted (bottom) alleles. Rel5 digits show increased interactions between Rel5 and both the GCR, Prox, and Hoxd13 (red bars; right panel). These contacts are
abrogated after inversion (green bars). Error bars indicate SD (n = 2).
(D) Mice homozygous for the inversion display digit alterations at birth (middle), similar to those associated with the deletion of Hoxd13 to Hoxd8 (right).
(E) Hoxd gene expression in wild-type (top) and inverted (bottom) E12.5 limbs. RT-qPCR quantifications in inv digits are indicated below each panel (wild-type
levels are set to 1). Arrowheads point to the proximal expression domain of both Hoxd11 and Hoxd10.
(F) 3C analysis with a fixed primer in Hoxd13, showing interactions in digits from either wild-type (blue) or inverted (red) specimen. Error bars indicate SD (n = 3).
See also Figure S2.that the inversion separated the locus from as yet undefined
upstream enhancers. Accordingly, interactions between the
GCR, Prox and Hoxd gene promoters, while necessary for the
full transcriptional regulation of the locus, are not sufficient.
Organization of the HoxD Locus in Digits
We produced profiles of bothHoxd13 andHoxd4 interactions by
using 4C (Simonis et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2006) and high-
density tiling microarrays. Most of the interactions wereCobserved in cis, within a 2 Mb large domain surrounding the
HoxD cluster (Figure S3A). Interestingly, contacts largely map-
ped within the Atp5g3-Hnrpa3 interval, a region containing range
of highly conserved noncoding sequences lying into two gene
deserts on either side of the HoxD cluster (Lee et al., 2006a;
Figure S3B).
In developing digits, Hoxd13 expectedly displayed interaction
peaks (enrichment > 3, log2 scale) with both Prox and Lnp, as
well as peaks of lower intensity (enrichment > 2) within theell 147, 1132–1145, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1135
GCR (Figure 3A). The profile ofHoxd13 in the brain showed some
contacts with the GCR, yet enrichment score and peaks number
were low (Figure 5D). Furthermore, Hoxd13 showed many addi-
tional peaks in the Atp5g3-Hnrpa3 interval (Figure 3A). In digits,
75 out of 83 peaks (90%) occurred on the centromeric side of the
HoxD cluster, whereas only few significant contacts were scored
on the telomeric side (Figure 3B; p = 2.0 3 108, Fisher’s Exact
Test). The profile in brain also showed this bias toward the
centromeric side (68 out of 87 peaks, 78%, p = 2.4 3 104;
Figures 3A and 3B). However, while 28 peaks were shared
between both samples, 47 and 40 peaks were specific to digits
and brain, respectively.
We asked whether this centromeric bias in Hoxd13 contacts
was gene-specific or reflected a generic architectural feature
of the locus and mapped the Hoxd4 interaction profile, a gene
transcriptionally silent in developing digits. A strikingly different
profile was observed, with the majority of contacts involving
the telomeric gene desert (Figure 3A). Again, this tendency was
also observed for the brain; 90% of Hoxd4 contacts mapped
to the telomeric side with digit material (p = 1.1 3 1012) versus
74% when brain tissue was used (p = 1.2 3 103; Figure 3B).
In brain, both Hoxd13 and Hoxd4 displayed numerous peaks
of interaction within the entire HoxD cluster (Figure 3C). In
contrast, the interaction profile of Hoxd13 in digits was limited
to the centromeric half of the gene cluster. Likewise, Hoxd4
contacts were mostly restricted to the telomeric part of the
cluster (Figure 3C). These complementary 4C profiles thus
matched the boundary between expressed (Hoxd13 to
Hoxd10) and nonexpressed (Hoxd8 to Hoxd1) genes in devel-
oping digits. They could also be superimposed to the epigenetic
status of the gene cluster since, consistent with previous studies
(Bracken et al., 2006, Lee et al., 2006b, Boyer et al., 2006),
tri-methylation of histone H3 at lysine 27 (H3K27me3) covered
the gene cluster in brain (Figure 3C), whereas only low levels of
H3K4me3, a mark associated with transcriptional activation
(Bernstein et al., 2005), were scored. In contrast, digits displayed
complementary histone methylation profiles, with H3K4me3
decorating the transcribed region (Figure 3C), whereas
H3K27me3 marks covered the silent part of the cluster.
Regulatory Islands in the Centromeric Gene Desert
We focused on the most significant Hoxd13 interaction peaks
(with p < 108; Figure S4A) and identified five islands within the
Atp5g3-Lnp gene desert, which together concentrated the
majority of these signals as well as the highest enrichments (16
out of 24 peaks with enrichment > 4; Figure 4A; I to V). Some
of these islands also contacted Hoxd13 in brain, yet with lower
frequencies. We confirmed the contacts between Hoxd13 and
all five islands in digits by using 3C (Figure S4), whereas brain
samples revealed interactions with islands I, II and V only. The
frequency of these latter interactions was lower than in digits,
suggesting they are more labile or occur in fewer cells.
We asked whether these islands could contact each others
and thus selected additional starting points for 4C analysis.
When island I was used, located 700 kb upstream Hoxd13,
significant interactions were scored with sequences located
mostly on the telomeric side, up to theHoxD cluster, overlapping
with the Hoxd13 interaction domain and thus showing opposite1136 Cell 147, 1132–1145, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.directionalities in the interaction profiles (Figure S4). Consistent
with our previous results, islands I, IV and Prox strongly inter-
acted with the HoxD cluster in digits (multiple peaks with enrich-
ment > 4; Figure 4B). Within the cluster, contacts were strikingly
restricted to those Hoxd genes transcribed in digits (Figure 4C).
Also, the contacts experienced either by Prox, islands I or IV in
developing digits overlapped with Hoxd13 interacting regions
(Figure 4B) since more than 50% of their respective peaks
(enrichment > 3) matched the Hoxd13 contacts. The Prox and
Hoxd13 profiles were highly related, and islands I and IV also
contacted the other centromeric islands as well as the GCR,
with various frequencies (Figure 4D). While these results do not
rule out a dynamic system of pair-wise interactions, they suggest
a more global association of these various elements with each
other to form a specific architecture in developing digits.
In the brain, different profiles were observed. We did not
detect interaction between island IV and the HoxD cluster,
whereas both Prox and island I displayed weak contacts (Fig-
ure 4C). Interactions between various islands were also more
restricted than in digits, suggesting lower frequencies in
contacts (Figures 4B and 4E). Some of the interactions observed
in digits were nevertheless clearly present in the brain, such as
between Prox and island II or between island I and island V,
and are thus independent of gene activity.
Analyses of Candidate Regulatory Elements
The five islands interacting withHoxd13 includemany noncoding
elements conserved throughout various vertebrate species (Fig-
ure 5A). We analyzed the distribution of H3K4me1 and H3K27Ac
in digits, two chromatin marks associated with enhancer
elements or with active enhancers and promoters, respectively
(Heintzman et al., 2007, 2009; Creyghton et al., 2010; Rada-Igle-
sias et al., 2011). The two marks had a similar distribution and
were widely enriched in the gene desert (Figure 5A and S5).
We looked for the presence of RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) in
digits and found it mostly within H3K4me1 and H3K27Ac deco-
rated regions (34 out of 37 peaks).
These profiles largely overlapped with the contacts involving
Hoxd13, with 63% of Hoxd13 interaction peaks mapping to
H4K4me1 positive regions and 47% being decorated by both
histone marks (p = 3.4 3 103, Fisher’s Exact Test; Figures 5A
and S5). In particular, the interaction islands were densely deco-
rated with H3K4me1 and H3K27Ac andmany intergenic RNAPII-
associated sequences were found over these same regions (20
out of 37 peaks, p = 5.6 3 103). This clustering of H3K4me1,
H3K27Ac, RNAPII and Hoxd13 interacting peaks was specific,
as these regions were devoid of H3K27me3 and usually dis-
played only marginal enrichment for H3K4me3 (data not shown).
The same analyses using the brain sample revealed much
reduced distributions over the gene desert, as compared to
digits (Figure S5). About 40% of the areas positive for
H3K4me1 in digits were also decorated in the brain sample
and a few regionswere scored in brain only. Several regions con-
tacting Hoxd13 in both digits and brain were enriched for
H3K4me1 in both tissues, although the domains were shorter
and less enriched in the brain (Figure 5B and S5). Interacting
regions marked with H3K4me1 in digits but not in brain included
island IV (Figure 5C) as well as the Prox element (Figure 5D). In
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Figure 3. 3D Organization of the Whole HoxD Locus in Developing Digits
(A) 4C analysis with a fixed fragment (red bar) identified interactions from Atp5g3 to Hnrpa3. Profiles are shown for Hoxd13 (top) in digits (black) and brain (gray),
and forHoxd4 (bottom) in the same tissues. The x axis shows chromosomal coordinates in megabases (UCSC 2006 assembly, mm8) and the y-axes are log2 ratio
of 4C-amplified/input DNA intensity. Open arrowheads point to the GCR, the Lnp promoter and Prox, from left to right and the associated peaks are in red. Open
green arrows on the top delineate the centromeric sub-region dispatched in Figures 4 and 5.
(B) Percentage of significant interaction peaks on either the centromeric (blue), or telomeric (red) side of the cluster, for the profiles shown in (A). Contacts within
the gene cluster itself are excluded. The numbers of peaks are given within the rectangles.
(C) Active and inactive chromatin domains within the HoxD cluster in digits, with brain as control. The viewpoints for 4C are indicated with red rectangles. The y
axis indicates the log2 ratio of cDNA/genomic DNA or ChIP-enriched/input signal intensity.
See also Figure S3.
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Figure 4. 3D Organization of the Centromeric Gene Desert
(A) Interactions profiles between Hoxd13 (red bar) and centromeric sequences in digits (black) and brain (gray). Islands of interactions are labeled I to V.
(B) Top to bottom: interaction profiles, using Prox and islands IV and I as viewpoints (red bars), in digits and brain.
(C) Enlargement of the HoxD cluster, corresponding to dashed boxes in panel (A). Prox and islands I and IV specifically contact the active part of the cluster
in digits. Weaker interactions occur in the brain for Prox and island I.
(D and E) Summary of the contacts within the centromeric region. The color of each tile indicate signal enrichment versus input over a given element. (D) Mutual
interactions take place between the different elements in developing digits. (E) A subset of these contacts is also observed in the brain.
See also Figure S4.contrast, only few regions enriched either in H3K27Ac, or in
RNAPII were found outside annotated genes in the brain sample.
One clear overlap between limb- and brain-enriched regions
matched the CsB of the GCR (Figure 5D), maybe caused by
the presence of regulatory elements involved in Lnp expression
in the brain (Spitz et al., 2003).1138 Cell 147, 1132–1145, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.Based on both their profiles of histone modifications and their
phylogenetic footprint, four regions within the islands were
cloned upstream of a b-globin/LacZ lentivirus-based reporter
to evaluate their enhancer activities in vivo. Six out of 14 em-
bryos transgenic for the island I-derived sequence (tg1; Fig-
ure 5A) displayed LacZ staining in the developing limb, including
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Figure 5. Potential Regulatory Elements Are Located in the Gene Desert
(A) Top to bottom: interactions profiles betweenHoxd13 and DNA fragments in the gene desert (black), H3K4me1 (magenta) and H3K27Ac (light blue) profiles and
distribution of bound RNAPII (orange), in developing digits. The densities of highly conserved noncoding elements (HCNE) are plotted below. The locations of loxP
sites used for deletions (see Figure 6) are indicated on the top (red arrowheads) as well as the BAC clones tested in former transgenic assays (Spitz et al., 2003;
Gonzalez et al., 2007). BACs able to activate the reporter gene in digits are in blue, whereas a negative BAC is in gray. Four DNA fragments tested in lentivirus-
mediated transgenic assays (tg1 to tg4) are shown as black rectangles.
(B–D) Enlargement of the dashed-boxed areas shown in panel (A), with corresponding profiles in digits and brain. Most RNAPII and H3K27Ac peaks are specific
for digits.
(E–H) Transgenic analysis of fragments isolated from islands I to IV. (E–G) Numbers refer to embryos positive for the pattern displayed over the total number of
transgenics. (H) Out of nine transgenics, three embryos showed LacZ staining, two with distinct patterns in distal limb.
See also Figure S5.
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Figure 6. Serial Deletion Analysis of the Centromeric Gene Desert
Each panel represents a different mouse stock, with the deletion shown on the
left, Hoxd13 expression in the middle and a skeleton at birth on the right.
Relative expression levels (RT-qPCR) are indicated under each expression
pattern.
(A) Wild-type chromosome, with the position of the various loxP sites (red
arrowheads).
(B) Deletion of both the GCR and Prox elements. The white arrowheads points
to the future thumb.
(C) Deletion of the proximal half of the gene desert.
(D) Deletion of the distal half of the gene desert.
(E) The larger Del(Nsi-SB) deletion induces further decrease in Hoxd13
expression.
(F) Deletion of the entire gene desert, with Hoxd13 expressed at low levels,
posteriorly.
(G) Deletion of the gene desert, together with the GCR and Prox, completely
abolishes Hoxd13 expression in digits. Black arrowheads point to phenotypic
alterations.
See also Figure S6 and Table S1.digits III, IV, and occasionally V (Figure 5E). The island II-derived
tg2 element elicited a pattern almost identical to the expression
of posterior Hoxd genes (6 out of 9 embryos; Figure 5F). In
contrast, the tg3 sequence (island III) generated a reproducible
signal in the trunk and parts of the proximal limb (4 out of 9 trans-
genic embryos; Figure 5G) yet not directly related to Hoxd gene
expression. Two out of 9 embryos transgenic for a segment of
island IV displayed distinct patterns in distal limb buds, suggest-
ing it may also activate transcription in a Hoxd-like pattern (tg4;
Figure 5H).
Serial Deletions of Regulatory Islands
We engineered a set of targeted deletions including and flanking
the centromeric gene desert (Figure 6). Breakpoints were right
upstream Hoxd13 (Nsi; van der Hoeven et al., 1996), between
Evx2 and the Prox element (rel1; Kondo and Duboule, 1999),
upstream the GCR (rel5), 300 Kb centromeric from rel5 (SB,
Ruf et al., 2011) and within the Atf2 gene (Shah et al., 2010) close
to the extremity of the gene desert (Figure 6A). Each deletion was
balanced with a chromosome carrying a deletion of Hoxd8 to
Hoxd13 [the Del(8-13) allele] such that only the expression of
Hoxd genes in cis with the various deletions was monitored.
Removing the GCR and Prox elements along with Lnp
[Del(rel1-rel5)] had surprisingly little effects on Hoxd13 expres-
sion at E12.5. mRNAs level was down to 60% of wild-type
(Table S1), with a full loss of expression in presumptive digit I.
At birth, a shortening of digit V with missing middle phalange
was observed (Figure 6B; arrowhead). Evx2, Hoxd12, and
Hoxd11 were also affected, to a lesser extent, whereas
Hoxd10 levels were similar to wild-type. Hoxd genes could
thus be expressed at fairly high levels in the absence of both
the GCR and Prox elements. Del(rel5-SB) removed 300 kb of
the gene desert and also induced subtle effects, with an expres-
sion of Hoxd13 and Hoxd12 corresponding to about 70% of
wild-type levels (Table S1). The phenotype at birth was nearly
identical to wild-type, except for malformations of digit I (the
thumb), though with incomplete penetrance (Figure 6C).
Del(SB-Atf2) removed the most distant part of the gene desert
and led to a loss of Hoxd13 expression in the anterior part of
the limb bud, including both digit I and part of digit II (Figure 6D).
This was also observed for Hoxd12, Hoxd11, and Hoxd10 (Fig-
ure S6B) and induced a shortening of digit II at birth, with
a missing phalange. The expression levels of Lnp, Evx2, and 50
Hoxd genes were half of wild-type levels (Table S1).
The 550 kb large compound Del(Nsi-SB) deletion induced
a stronger reduction of Hoxd13 expression throughout the distal
limbs (Figure 6E). Expression was down to about one third of
wild-type level and the phenotype at birth involved a shortening
of both digits II and V (Figure 6E). A more dramatic downregula-
tion of Hoxd genes was scored after deleting the entire gene
desert, from rel5 to Atf2 (Figure 6F). Expression was about
20% of wild-type level (Table S1) and was limited to a faint signal
in the posterior part of the hand plate. All digits were malformed
at birth, with two phalanges only. This downregulation con-
cerned the distal limb exclusively, for neither the proximal limb
domain, nor the expression in the trunk were affected in these
embryos (Figure S6). This deletion illustrated the moderate
importance of both the GCR and Prox sequences, under full1140 Cell 147, 1132–1145, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.physiological conditions, thus pointing to a crucial role for the
gene desert in this digit regulation. Finally, we removed the 830
kb large piece of DNA sequences fromHoxD untilAtf2, and distal
expression of Hoxd13 to Hoxd10 was fully abrogated. Accord-
ingly, the neonatal phenotype was comparable to the Del(8-13)
situation (Figure 6G). Therefore, several regions on the centro-
meric gene desert are required, in a complementary and partially
redundant fashion, for gene activation in developing digits.
DISCUSSION
Transgenic analyses have suggested a critical role for both the
GCR and Prox sequences in Hoxd genes activation during digit
development (Gonzalez et al., 2007). While we now document
the physical association of these enhancers with Hoxd genes,
our data indicate that they are not sufficient for the full transcrip-
tional outcome, in their endogenous context. Such results may
reflect compensatory mechanisms at work in vivo. It also
suggests that transgenic analyses should be interpreted with
caution, as copy number and the stability of the reporter gene
product may lead to overestimation of the transcriptional
outcome. Similar concerns were raised in the case of shadow
enhancers in Drosophila (Hong et al., 2008), where apparently
redundant regulatory elements can maintain reliable expression
patterns in sub-optimal conditions and thus contribute to the
robustness of the systems (Frankel et al., 2010; Perry et al.,
2010).
A Desert Landscape
The regulatory landscape contributing to Hoxd gene expression
in developing digits is substantially larger than previously
thought. Our series of centromeric deletions revealed that
several regions distributed over 800 kb, participate in the
activation of the target Hoxd genes. Only a deletion of the entire
gene desert fully abolished gene transcription and the pheno-
types of mice carrying these deletions indicated that distinct
regions are only partially redundant with one another. Consis-
tently, sequences contacted by Hoxd13 in digit cells are mostly
spread throughout this gene desert, up to the Atp5g3 gene.
When the most distant island contacted by Hoxd13 was used
as starting point, it mostly contacted sequences located in
between Atp5g3 and the HoxD cluster, rather than sequences
located further centromeric, suggesting that this DNA interval
forms a 3D domain distinct from its surrounding chromosomal
regions.
This gene desert, present in all sequenced vertebrate
genomes, contains range of highly conserved noncoding
elements (Lee et al., 2006a). Such deserts are rarely interrupted
by chromosomal rearrangements and tend to be linked to
genes controlling embryonic development, suggesting they
are required for large-scale regulation (Ovcharenko et al.,
2005). In this case, chromatin signatures usually associated
with transcriptional enhancers were over-represented. Our
genetic and biochemical evidence define the Atp5g3-Lnp
gene desert as an unusually large regulatory module, critical
for Hoxd gene transcription in developing digits. While evolu-
tionary conservation of gene deserts may reflect the presence
of multiple regulatory modules associated with pleiotropic
functions (e.g., Nobrega et al., 2003) we show here that the
entire gene desert is used to fine-tune and ensure a single
expression specificity.C3D Organization of the HoxD Landscape in Digits
In digits, the transcriptionally active Hoxd13 strongly associated
with centromeric sequences, whereas a silent gene, located on
the 30 part of the gene cluster, interacted mainly with telomeric
regions. This dichotomy extended to the gene cluster itself,
where active genes occupy a 3D domain distinct from inactive
genes, unlike in nonexpressing cells where interactions are
observed throughout the gene cluster (Eskeland et al., 2010).
These patterns of interactions, which are paralleled by histone
modifications, likely reflect a fixed and stable demarcation
between active and repressed genes in developing digits, in
contrast to the dynamic transition observed between such chro-
matin domains during trunk development (Soshnikova and
Duboule, 2009). Our 4C results now indicate that in developing
digits, such chromatin domains correspond to distinct 3D
domains. The organization of the HoxA cluster in human fibro-
blasts also shows interactions between active genes, yet not
between inactive loci (Wang et al., 2011).
Regulatory ‘‘Archipelagos’’
The spatial organization of the HoxD landscape in digits is more
complex than anticipated (Montavon et al., 2008). Multiple
elements, spread like islands over a large desert, are brought
to the vicinity of Hoxd13 via chromatin looping. In digits, these
islands contact each other, pointing to multiple and simulta-
neous interactions between distant elements (Figure 7). We
emphasize that a more dynamic system of transient interactions
cannot be ruled out. In such a case, transient interactions would
also occur between islands, rather than only between enhancers
and promoters. A subset of these long-range contacts occurs at
low frequency in the brain and is thus not directly associated with
transcription. A less elaborate structure may thus take place as
a default or poised condition. Onemay speculate that a few addi-
tional digit-specific interactions may initiate transcription, after
recruitment of chromatin-modifying factors and RNAPII to the
active chromatin loops. This possibility may explain the accumu-
lation of global regulations within these gene deserts. In this
scenario, evolution of novel enhancers would merely require
one or a few more tissue-specific factors (‘regulatory priming’;
Gonzalez et al., 2007).
Transcription of Hoxd genes in digits integrates the collective
activities of several regulatory elements. While some of these
sequences did activate transcription in digits on their own, others
may play a more structural role. ‘Regulatory archipelagos’ such
as the one we characterize here may be numerous in vertebrate
genomes and are different from other reported large scale regu-
latory controls at work e.g., at the b-globin locus, where various
elements span a much shorter chromosomal segment (about
130 kb) and do not overlap with a gene desert (Tolhuis et al.,
2002), or at the Shh locus, where activation in limb buds requires
the association with a single remote enhancer, whose deletion
abolishes transcription (Sagai et al., 2005; Amano et al., 2009).
Relevance to Human Syndromes and the Evolution
of Digits
This regulatory archipelago provides an explanation to the
molecular etiologies of various genetic syndromes where rear-
rangements affect the integrity of this particular gene desert inell 147, 1132–1145, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1141
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Figure 7. A Regulatory Archipelago Controls HoxdGene Expression
in Digits
(A) Map of the regulatory landscape, covering approximately 800 kb upstream
the HoxD cluster, including the Atp5g3-Lnp gene desert. Multiple regulatory
islands (green ovals) are required for Hoxd gene activation in digits. These
islands may either have enhancer activity or serve as anchor points.
(B–D) Various conformations of the landscape (left), with schematic repre-
sentations of the transcriptional outputs and distribution of Hoxd gene prod-
ucts in the autopod domain (right). (B) When Hoxd genes are not expressed,
the landscape is in a spatial ground state involving interactions between
a subset of regulatory islands, some of which also contact the Hoxd13 locus.
Some islands may display chromatin signatures typical of enhancers (light
green). These contacts are however insufficient to activate transcription. (C) In
digits, additional contacts are formed, leading to a fully active conformation
paralleled by further changes in histone marks covering the islands (dark
green) and the recruitment of RNAPII to active chromatin loops. This archi-
tecture ensures a strong expression of Hoxd13 throughout the whole autopod
region. (D) Various alteration in the structure of the archipelago, for example in
1142 Cell 147, 1132–1145, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.human patients. For instance, microdeletions within this desert
are associated with malformations resembling HOXD13 muta-
tions, even when the HOXD cluster itself is not affected (see
Mitter et al., 2010). Also, a balanced translocation with a break-
point within the gene desert was associated with severe digit
anomalies (Dlugaszewska et al., 2006). While this latter rear-
rangement does not interrupt theGCR-HOXD linkage, it removes
upstream islands, like our rel5-Itga6 inversion. These variations
likely affect the conformation of the locus, leading to modified
transcriptional outputs.
This archipelago may also help understand the evolution of
tetrapod digits. Distal limb morphologies are much less con-
strained than their proximal counterparts (Hinchliffe, 1991) and
the size, shape and number of digits display high variability
among species and between fore- and hindlimbs. This large
gene desert could be the target of numerous evolutionary alter-
ations or modifications, which could all slightly modify both the
global transcriptional output of the system, as well as the spatial
distribution of Hoxd gene products within the developing auto-
pod. Conversely, its redundant and complementary nature
makes this system particularly robust and the distal phase of
Hoxd gene expression is indeed remarkably resilient to muta-
tions of genes controlling limb morphogenesis (e.g., te Welscher
et al., 2002; Verheyden et al., 2005). The buffering effect of
complementary control elements may have been selected as
a mean to stabilize the existence of a distal structure, rather
than that of a given digital formula. Via additive inputs, the
progressive construction of this archipelago may have accom-
panied the selection of a sufficient expression level for Hoxd13
throughout the whole autopod domain, a strict requirement for
the proper morphogenesis of the limb extremities.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Mouse Strains
The Del(8-13) allele is described in Tarchini et al. (2005). The insertion of the
Hoxd9LacZ transgene at the rel5 position (chr.2: 47222892 on NCBI build
36, mm8) followed homologous recombination in ES cells (see Extended
Experimental Procedures). The inversion (rel5-Itga6) was generated by
STRING (Spitz et al., 2005), using the rel5-loxP site and a loxP site inserted
in the Itga6 gene (Gimond et al., 1998). Recombinant offspring with both
loxP sites in cis were crossed with Hprt-Cre mice (Tang et al., 2002). Centro-
meric deletions were produced by TAMERE (He´rault et al., 1998). The parental
loxP sites were: Nsi (van der Hoeven et al., 1996), rel1 (Kondo and Duboule,
1999), rel5 (this work), SB (insertion 176599b; Ruf et al., 2011) and Atf2
(Shah et al., 2010). Mice with a loxP site within Atf2 were kindly provided by
Drs N. Jones and W. Breitwieser from the Patterson Institute for Cancer
Research, UK. Each allele was verified by Southern blotting and by
sequencing. Genotyping was performed by PCR analysis (see Extended
Experimental Procedures).
X-Gal Staining, In Situ Hybridization, and Skeletal Preparation
Detection of b-galactosidase reporter activity and in situ hybridization were
performed according to standard protocols. Probes were: Hoxd10 andthe sequence of the islands, their spacing or relative order, could modify both
the amount and spatial distribution of Hoxd gene products, thus providing
a basis for morphological or pathological variations to occur. Although this
model suggests simultaneous contacts, a more dynamic process is also
possible. Islands are depicted schematically and do not reflect the behavior of
individual elements reported in this work.
Hoxd11 (Ge´rard et al., 1996); Hoxd12 (Izpisu´a-Belmonte et al., 1991); and
Hoxd13 (Dolle´ et al., 1991). For skeletal preparation, newborns were stained
with standard Alcian blue/Alizarin red protocols.
Reverse-Transcription Quantitative PCR Analyses
Presumptive digits were dissected from E12.5 embryos and stored in RNAlater
reagent (QIAGEN) before genotyping. RNA was isolated from individual
embryos using the RNeasy microkit (QIAGEN). 500 ng of RNA was reverse-
transcribed using random primers and SuperScript III RT (Invitrogen). cDNA
was PCR-amplified using SYBR green containing qPCR master mix (Invitro-
gen) with a CFX96 Real-Time System (Bio-Rad). A mean quantity was calcu-
lated from triplicate reactions for each sample. Expression changes were
normalized to Rps9. Primers used were as described (Montavon et al., 2008).
3C Analysis
3C analysis was performed as described (Hage`ge et al., 2007). Presumptive
digits and brains were dissected from E12.5 embryos, dissociated by collage-
nase, and fixed in 2% formaldehyde for 10 min at room temperature. Nuclei
were stored at80C until genotyped. Pools of 16 digit samples or two brains
were digested with BglII (New England Biolabs) and ligated in diluted condi-
tions to promote intramolecular ligations. A control template was generated
by digesting and religating BACs covering the region as well as the control
Ercc3 locus. 3C and control templates were PCR-amplified using qPCR
master mix (Invitrogen) and double-dye oligonucleotide probes (50FAM,
30BHQ). Reactions were performed in triplicates and each PCR was repeated
three times. Relative crosslinking frequencies were calculated after normaliza-
tion with quantities calculated for the control template as well as for the control
Ercc3 locus (Hage`ge et al., 2007). At least two independant samples were
analyzed for each condition. BAC clones and probes and primers sequences
are listed in the Extended Experimental Procedures and Table S2.
4C Analysis
4C templates were generated as for 3C, using DpnII. After ligation and puri-
fication, the sequences ligated to the fragment of interest were amplified by
inverse PCR as described (Simonis et al., 2006). 200 ng of 4C template were
amplified per reaction, using AmpliTaq DNA polymerase (Applied Bio-
systems ; see Extended Experimental Procedures for primer sequences).
For each condition, 16 reactions were pooled and purified using QIAGEN
PCR clean-up kit, fragmented and labeled using GeneChip WT Double-
Stranded DNA Terminal Labeling Kit (Affymetrix) and hybridized to either
custom-made (Soshnikova and Duboule, 2009) or chromosomes 2, X, and
Y (Affymetrix) tiling arrays. Arrays were processed according to manufac-
turer’s instructions. For each tissue and fragment of interest, two indepen-
dent samples were analyzed.
ChIP-Chip
Digits and brains were dissected from E12.5 embryos, fixed in 1% formalde-
hyde for 15 min at room temperature, washed three times with cold phosphate
buffer solution (PBS), and stored at 80C. Pools of 16 digit samples or two
brains were used for each experiment. ChIP was performed according to
Lee et al. (2006c) using 2 mg of anti-H3K4me3 (ab8580, Abcam), H3K27me3
(17-622, Millipore), H3K4me1 (ab8895, Abcam), H3K27Ac (ab4729, Abcam),
or RNAPII (8WG16, Covance) antibodies, and EZview Red protein G/A Affinity
Gel (Sigma). Immunoprecipitated and whole cell extract (input) DNA were
amplified using ligation-mediated PCR (Lee et al., 2006c), fragmented and
labeled like 4C material and hybridized to custom tiling arrays. For each tissue
and antibody, two independent ChIP-chip experiments were performed.
Transcript Profiling
Digits and brains were dissected from E12.5 embryos and stored in RNAlater
reagent (QIAGEN) before genotyping. For each replicate, RNA was extracted
from pools of eight digit samples or two brains using RNeasy mini-kit
(QIAGEN). rRNAwas depleted using RiboMinus Human/Mouse Transcriptome
Isolation kit (Affymetrix). After cRNA amplification, double-stranded cDNAwas
generated using the GeneChip Whole Transcript Amplified Double-Stranded
Target Assay kit (Affymetrix) according to manufacturer’s instructions. cDNA
was fragmented and labeled like 4C material and hybridized to tiling arrays.CControl genomic DNA sampleswere fragmentedwith DNase I. For each tissue,
two independent RNA samples were analyzed.
Tiling Array Data Analyses
Array data were quantile normalized within cDNA/genomic DNA, ChIP/input or
4C-amplified/input replicate groups and scaled to medial feature intensity of
100 using TAS software (Affymetrix). For each genomic position, a dataset
was generated consisting of all (PM-MM) pairs mapping within a sliding
window of 80 bp (transcriptome) or 250 bp (ChIP-chip and 4C). For 4C, only
regions with a p-value lower than 5 3 104 over a minimum window of
250 bp were considered as peaks for further analysis. Average ratios were
plotted along the genomic DNA sequence using Integrated Genome Browser
(IGB) software (Affymetrix). Thresholding and extraction of peak coordinates
were performed with IGB. See Extended Experimental Procedures.
Interspecies Sequence Comparison
Thedensitiesofhighlyconservednoncodingelements inmouse-human,mouse-
Xenopus and mouse-zebrafish alignments were plotted using the Ancora
GenomeBrowser (Engstromet al., 2008), using awindowsizeof 100 kb or 10kb.
Lentivirus-Mediated Transgenesis
Candidate DNA segments were PCR-amplified from BACs using the Expand
Long Template PCR system (Roche) and cloned in pRRLbLac vector. Virus
production and injection into fertilized mouse oocytes was performed as
described (Friedli et al., 2010). Founder embryos were collected after
12 days, stained for b-galactosidase activity, and genotyped by PCR on
membrane DNA. See also Extended Experimental Procedures.
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Tiling array data have been submitted to Gene Expression Omnibus under
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